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Hello and thank you for your interest in #TheGalleryProject
You are reading this because you’ve been to one of the exhibitions
of #TheGalleryProject and want to learn more about the artists that
showed their work, about #TheGalleryProject or about TQU. Or
because you would like to write about #TheGalleryProject or host
an exhibition in your city or at your venue/festival.

WONDERFUL!
In this brochure you can find some informatin on TQU, #TheGalleryProject and every artist that is part of the exhibition series.
Please visit www.transnational-queer-undergound.net for more
Would like to participate in #TheGalleryProject?
Find out how and upload your work here:
Submit!

What is TQU?

What is #TheGalleryProject?

Most of history has been written by white men. What they
wrote and the truths they created are what we see reflected
in mainstream global politics, media and discourses today. The
history of women, of non-whites, non-straight, and gender nonconforming people has been widely neglected in the past and is
still underrepresented in the present.
TQU is an online platform that wants to change that by telling
#our_stories*. Whether you’re a visual artist, a writer, a musician or just your lovely or angry self, you can be a part of this
too.
TQU thinks that it is important to change our ways of arguing from within
a single canonical western school of thought (and words) in order to create
a real alternative to today’s systems of oppression.
If we want to challenge borders, nation states, governments and their
leaders, who value economic interests over the interests of the people and
think they have the right to regulate our bodies, then we need to get to
know all of our stories.
TQU’s goal is to show that being ‘queer’, ‘LGBTIAQ’ or a ‘feminist’ does
not mean the same thing everywhere and that it does not have to.

After sending out an open call in the summer of 2016, artists
from around the world started setting up their own online galleries on TQU to present what they’ve been working on. The call
is still open and everyone is welcome to apply.
In 2017 #TheGalleryProject will move from the internet to the
physical world and exhibit over 90 works of 42 of the participating artists in 10 selected locations, with the first exhibition
taking place in Tallinn, Estonia from March 10- 24th.
All of the participating artists are amazing. They are from 27
different countries, some are established artists and for others
it is their first exhibition ever. Not one approach is like the
others and the stories they are telling show how complex and
diverse the situaion for LGBTIQ people is around the world.
But #TheGalleryProject is not only an impressive collection of
artworks, it also wants to encourage people to actively engage
in an exchange - with the artists as well as with their friends.
Please take a look at the website to find out more.

LET’S SHOW OUR COMPLEXITY, VARIETY, CREATIVITY AND POWERS

SINGLE
PORTRAITS
(RIGHT)

_IN
YOUR
MIND

Some of the women* in the
portrait series _in your mind
are classified as mentally
ill, others as healthy. Some
of them get ambulant
treatment or complete
care, others live a so called
normal life. This work questions the visual detention
of people.

ALEX GIEGOLD
#GERMANY
#PHOTOGRAPHY

(LEFT +
BACKGROUND)

DIA-SHOW

alexgiegold.com
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Alex Giegold
is a queer photographer and artist
resident in Berlin. With her work she is
questioning power structures in visual
culture. She systematically
engages in phenomena of
social normalization.
She is also part of the
duo Giegold & Weiß.

ALEX HIGHET
#GERMANY #SCOTLAND
#NORTHERN IRELAND
#COLLAGE
Alex has been
making collages
as prizes for monthly open-mic Uke
Boogie for many years, and
realised in 2015 it’s time to take it as very
serious fun. Alex hasn’t won any awards, but
regularly rewards himself gold stars for successes such as leaving the house or flirting
with hot peoples.
This series of works tells many different
stories, generally landing at ‘queer feminist
humour’. There is rarely an intention at the
beginning of each piece, but as complementary and contrasting images begin to sit with
each other, a question can emerge.
FRAMED 40x50cm & 13x18cm

uppercutpapercut.tumblr.com

ONE
WANTS
TO
RULE
THE
WORLD
(SMALL)

FIRST
POINT
OF
CONTACT
(BIG)
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AMBIKA THOMPSON
LOUISE
AND
HER
VAGINA
(BIG)

PERSON
AND
HORSE
(SMALL)

PHOTO
PRINTS
40x60
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Ambika came to Berlin from Toronto in 2003.
Since then she’s played in a lot of bands, ran
an underground art gallery, written a lot of
fiction, and taken a lot of photos. Most of her
time these days is spent writing happy queer
novels set in the 1980s, being one half of the
riot grrrl cello band Razor Cunts, and being
the fiction editor of Leopardskin and Limes.
I’m a very huge fan of Nan Goldin and Diane
Arbus and portraiture. There’s something
very magical about catching a person in a
snapshot of time, trying to encapsulate as
much of that person as you can, or as you see
them, or as how they want to be seen. It can
be a very intimate experience.
I spend a lot of time immersed in the horribleness of the things that happen in the
world, as probably a lot of us are. Photography helps me see the beauty. That’s what I
want to capture when I take photos.

ambikathompson.com

#CANADA
#GERMANY
#PHOTOGRAPHY

ANETA WILLERTOVÁ
#CZECH REPUBLIC
#MIXEDMEDIA

UNTITLED
PORTRAIT
PHOTO
PRINT
20x37cm

http://environment.ffa.vutbr.cz/en/
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AVITAL YOMDIN

Avital moved to Berlin from Tel Aviv six years ago. (Two locations of infamous boarders.) Realising quickly Tel Aviv is
not the metropolis she thought it was, she started to make
her way in the big city for the first time in her life. It was
overwhelming. Chaos.

BORDER
LINES
DRAWINGS
40x60 &
20x30cm

avitalyomdin.com
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#GERMANY
#ISRAEL
#DRAWING
#INSTALLATION

Realising chaos is a given, at the same time also wanting to
create it, I started exploding ink containers on paper. Ink
spots were created in a uncontrolled fashion. My own little
big band. I started to outline the drops and smudges created. This gave me a sense of order and control. Through the
closer inspection I could see the beauty and calmness of the
details. The spots became smaller and the pens thiner until
there was nothing left to define. At this point the drops were
so small that a border obliterated them.
This micro practice tries to achieve a sense of order and control through drawing lines, same as people have been doing
for centuries. It gave me an insight to the ambiguous nature
of creating borders and definition. There is always a deeper
level where the line is not clear. In the end there is no border
between paint and paper. Any attempt to out line it changes
it, “straightens” it to fit some external notion of comfort.

TOR
WYSCIGÓW
KONNYCH
SUZEWIEC

AXTHROPIX
#GERMANY
#SINGAPORE
#PHOTOGRAPHY

(BIG)

Axthropix is an Instagramer that frames
what may be mundane and banal to many,
but seeks to show you the beauty it actually
possesses. An avid traveller, she brings her
moments from as many places as wanderlust
PHOTO
allows her to.
PRINTS
18,5x15 &
Her photos show: Cities. People. Life. The
11,5x20cm
mundane. The ordinary, but magical.

IG: @axthropix

CCB CENTRO
CULTURAL
BELÉM
(SMALL)
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QUEER
#22

BLAME201
#FRANCE
#COLLAGE
I’m BLAME201 a queer artist from France. I started making art
in 2013. I’m also running a DIY fanzine called Teenage Paranoids which is focused on industrial, psychick, queer, cut-up,
noise, acid and porn culture, have a noise label called Sectarian
Violences and play in several projects / bands.
My main art-technics are collage and cut-up. I’m hugely inspired by artists such as William Burroughs, Throbbing Gristle,
Coil, Dennis Cooper and Bruce LaBruce, and more recently Arca
and sphere of vapor and post-internet art.

PRINT
A4
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Noise, amateur pornography and filth are quiet important in my
works. They are 90% of the time made with paper, glue and
scissors but, recently, I’m experimenting with digital stuff. Most
of the time my sources are pictures or text that already exist,
but, more and more, I take photos and write texts for my works.

blame201.tumblr.com

DANA KRUSCHE
#GERMANY
#DRAWING
#ILLUSTRATION

I am an illustrator and graphic designer
in Berlin. In the past years I designed
websites, flyer, poster, record covers, tshirts etc. for queer/ feminist projects,
artists & musicians and festivals like
several Ladyfests, Berlin Queer Festival,
Up Your Ears! and more. I am a happy
half of Ethical Sloth, a queer DIY comic
zine.
For almost 10 years I put on DIY
concerts with a focus on queer/feminist
artists in Berlin as La Moustache.

fantastischelastisch.com

PRINT
A2

ABOUT
BLANK
I+II
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DEBORAH SCHMIDT
OHNE
TITEL
(BIG)

HUCH!
(SMALL)

The focus of my painting is movement
and queer-feminist body politics.
Bodies are products of social norms,
inherent in power and hierarchies, economic relations, body politics. The aim
of my work is the attempt to uncover
processes of constructing gender and
sexuality. In doing so I question the
order of binary gender constructions
and the heteronormative focus on the
body and try to break with gender
stereotypes.
My work also addresses the political
terms of migration and racism in German society.

FRAMED
PRINTS
40x60cm
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deborahschmidt.de

#GERMANY
#PAINTING

DION HITCHINGS
#USA
#MIXEDMEDIA
I was born in Saint Louis, Missouri.
My mother found out she was pregnant with me two weeks after my
father’s funeral. She always told me
she found me under a rock. Took up
drawing at age 3 and never put the
crayons down. I never considered
myself to fit in the “normal” world, so
I looked to leave the midwest asap.

PROSTITUTE
VERT
(BIG)

PUTAIN
POURPRE

I purposely choose to use untraditional media. I create my works with various children’s
art supplies including, crayons, magic markers, highlighters and colored pens. Using
commercial box tops instead of traditional drawing surfaces has enabled me to break
down pre-existing print, images, and textures while allowing the type and pictures from
the box itself to become organically part of the portrait.
During the creative process, I discovered the need to deconstruct then reconstruct the
face to fit within the shape of the box. The results are portraits that have a shattered
appearance with broken and missing pieces but also form a more powerful, interesting
and often disturbing viewpoint.
FRAMED ORIGINALS 50x60cm & 24x30cm

(SMALL)

dionhitchings.com
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Felix was born in Guadalajara, Mexico, to a
French father and a Mexican mother. At a
very young age, he and his family moved to
Southern California, where he spent most
of his childhood and adolescence. He now
lives in Mexico City with his mini schnauzer,
Caperucita Satori.

LA
LUNA
(SMALL)

LEATHER
VIEWS
(BIG)
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FELIX D’EON
#MEXICO
#USA
#DRAWING

In his work, he attempts to make the illusion of antiquity complete, using antique
papers and careful research as to costume,
set, and style. He subverts their “wholesome” image and harnesses their style to a
vision of gay love and sensibility.
PRINTS
33x48cm

D’Eon treats vintage illustrative styles as a
rhetorical strategy, using their language of
romance, economic power, and aesthetic
sensibility as a tool with which to tell stories of historically oppressed and marginalized queer communities.
By painting images of queer love, seduction, sex, and romance, the gay
subject is stripped of its taboo nature. In the artists work, the illustrative
imagery of the past does not cease to be wholesome through the inclusion
of gay sex and sensibilities. He simply
expands the notion of what wholesome is,
felixdeon.com
erasing shame and celebrating desire.

FRANCES ENYEDY
#CANADA
#GERMANY
#DRAWING
#PAINTING

PRINTS A3
I’m an artist from Canada currently residing in Berlin. Attracted to
anything queer, feminist, sensual
and obscene, I like to convey these
ideas in portraits and figurative
works. Art history also informs
my aesthetic – for example,
queering Orientalist paintings or
reproducing Romantic era scenes
in a feminist way. Love producing
strange cartoons as well.
This work is queer portraits, bdsm
love, whimsical gazing toward the
natural world, witches being honest. I hope to center the persyn(s)
and body around a moment, a
feeling, an understanding.

MISOGYNY
(BIG)

RALEIGH
(SMALL)

francesenyedy.com
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GIEGOLD & WEIß
#GERMANY
Lachanschlag - An installation by
Giegold & Weiß, with the voices of
different activists. Excerpt of 3 voicemodules out of 18.

giegold-weiss.de

LACHANSCHLAG
3 OBJECTS
10x15cm
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#INSTALLATION
#MIXEDMEDIA

Laughing attacks committet!
Attacks on institutions like the the aliens department,
the MDK (medical service of health insurance companies), the job center, the police, the LaGeSo (state office
for health and social affairs), the Charité, the School
Authority.
Institutions that make people despair every day.
The enciphered representation of the institutions makes
the attackers’ laughs anonymous. A wave of laughter
rises collectively against all pictured institutions and
sets a counterpoint to the feeling of being exposed,
which is often triggered by official contact.
Visitors are free to commit the attacks again live – en
miniature and as reenactment.

GLOW MAKATSI
#LESOTHO
#SOUTH AFRICA
#PHOTOGRAPHY
#PERFORMANCE

PHOTO
PRINTS 20x15 cm

I’m an anthropology graduate with a psychology post-grad
honours degree. I am incredibly passionate about transforming the world into a more inclusive space to live in, for
that would mean myself, along with many other gendered
people, can live in a safe world without prejudice and hate
crimes rooted in senselessness. My modes of transforming
this world include fashion as a form of communication, a
language wherein I can address issues of gender, identity,
while simultaneously challenging other peoples conceptions
of the term. Another mode is through being hyper-visible,
which sometimes puts me in dangerous positions, but essentially I seek to reinforce the fact that non-binary, trans,
pansexuals, all these selves that exist, which do not fit the
‘normal’ mold, are not going anywhere and are as worthy of
a godly nature as any cisgender person.
My pictures are all about representation, pushing through
dated patriarchal binaries of existence, they are awkward
and perfect, for perfection already exists in everything.

IG: @glowmamiii

UNTITLED
I+II
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My name is Hagra. I’m an artist
and illustrator from Russia,
Tatarstan. Sometimes I participate in exhibitions in my country
and abroad. But most important
for me is to show my work on
the Internet, because I believe
the internet is one of the most
democratic platforms.

GIRLS
(SMALL)

GULYA
(BIG)

PRINTS
21x21 cm
& A4
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I‘m a feminist, transgender man
and pansexual. And I draw people
like me for people like me. So the
main theme of my work is queer
sexuality, gender identity, different types of discrimination and
classism.
My artworks are exploring different forms of sexuality and
interactions with gender identity,
especially those that are not
represented in the mass media,
interweaving of masculinity and
femininity.

hagra.ru

HAGRA
#RUSSIA
#DRAWING
#ILLUSTRATION

HELEN
#RUSSIA
#PAINTING
My name is Helen – this is a pseudonym, because I would like to remain
anonymous in this exhibition. I was
born and live in Russia.
I went to College to study Design
and to University to become a Design
teacher. I’ve been painting for more
than 10 years.
My work has been shown in local,
regional and interregional exhibitions.
I work in the style of expressionism
and abstract expressionism.
In carrying out my work, I look at the history and at existing works of art. The aim is to convey to the audience that all
the people are united, despite their differences and peculiarities. We have always been different throughout the history
of mankind. This is what we can learn from the works of Ancient Greece, the music of Tchaikovsky, the poetry of Marina
Tsvetaeva and other works of art that inspired me in my work. It is important to me to show that we are all one in the art,
no matter how different we may be in life.
PRINTS 21x22 cm 21&26 x cm

АФИНА
(SMALL)

ПРОГУЛКА
(BIG)
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I’m an illustrator and painter, currently living
and working in Amsterdam. I love making
portraits and illustrations, and I like to experiment with styles. I mainly work with (colored)
pencils, watercolor, acrylic and ink.

hildeatalanta.com

My work revolves around the search for identity
and different forms of relationships and sexualities. In it, I like to play with gender; many of the
– often androgynous – boys I paint are based on
female models.

#NETHERLANDS
#ILLUSTRATION
#PAINTING

Utopia I&II shows two characters, standing very vulnerably
in front of you. By their hair you initially might assume
their gender, but when you look further you might notice
your first thought isn’t always right. It actually doesn’t
matter what gender we think a person has. We should’t
have to guess because it doesn’t matter; it doesn’t value a
person. We are all human beings, with the same red blood
and the same heart, figuring out what we want in our lives
and wanting to love or be loved. Defining gender should be
the least of our problems.

UTOPIA
I+II

(SMALL)

M/
MAGNETIC
(BIG)
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HILDE ATALANTA

PRINTS
A4 & A3

With the M/Magnetic series, I searched for
intimacy and softness in gay porn. By zooming
in on the faces of the boys and at the same
time censoring the penis in the image, I tried to
create an everlasting moment of expectation,
without becoming too graphic and explicit.

Everyone should be free to find a way to be comfortable in
their bodies and dress the way they want to. Because being yourself no matter what, is what’s going to make you
grow. You’ll be a better version of yourself. That’s what’s
going to make you the amazing human being you are:
relaxed, interesting, authentic and loveable.

IHAR PAULAU
#BELARUS
#PHOTOGRAPHY

Ihar Paulau began taking photographs as a child in Belarus, but shelved his camera when he pursued
painting in art school. He went on to study humanities at university and was engaged in design and
graphics before returning to photography in 2013. The meeting with one unusual person has inspired
him again to be engaged in a photography. Throughout this time he participated in several exhibitions of
photography in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Berlin, New York.

ipaulau.com
PRINT
20x15 cm

THE
DYPTYCH
FROM

FLOWER
SCARS
These works are from my new project “Flower Scars”. The
project is devoted to a research of the relations of a human’s
body and natural forms.
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JAKUB RA
SVOBODA

jakubra.tumblr.com

SELFPORTRAIT

#CZECH REPUBLIC
#PHOTOGRAPHY

(SMALL)

UNTITLED
(BIG)

PHOTO
PRINTS
20x13,5cm
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The theme of gender is important
to me. It is something that goes
through my heart and penis.
I try to push the boundaries of my
body, with my styling, my face and
my behavior.
I am uncomfortable with social
norms – especially in male fashion!!
I think I have a strong esthetic
background which is supported
by my emotions, moods and soul.
People often think that what is dark
is automatically negative or evil. I
want to show the opposite. I believe
that a strong dark spirit can give
you lots of positive and beautiful
energy and connect you to the light.

JANE FLETT
#GERMANY
#SCOTLAND
#COLLAGE
I started making collages when I moved to
Berlin, because in Germany all the supermarket junkmail that gets delivered to your house
is full of technicolour photographs of raw
meat. I’m a pretty gross person, so I started
thinking about how nice the meat would look
if catalogue models were cuddling it, or if it
was oozing out of various landscapes.
Once I’d done that, it felt like the pictures
wanted text, so I wrote some words of wisdom
on my typewriter and glued them on. The motivational statements might sound sarcastic
next to the images, but they’re really not.
When I write them, I feel like an astrologer
who’s been hired to tell myself exactly what
I need to hear. Like, the world’s bigger and
weirder than you could ever understand, but
that’s okay. It’s beautiful, in fact!

janeflett.com

SALVATION
(SMALL)

FRAMED
ORIGINALS
15x20 cm
& 25x25cm
I think shameless positivity is underrated—dismissed as complacency,
a cop-out, apolitical, not serious enough. That sucks. Sure, sometimes
anger at injustice is what sparks change. But also, we have to take
some time to be utterly fucking delighted at this weirdo universe.

MANATEE
(BIG)
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JESPA JACOB
SMITH

#CANADA
#GERMANY

#DRAWING #PAINTING
#VIDEO

BEYOND
THEIR
CONTROL 3

PRINTS
A3

(SMALL)

NICELY
(BIG)
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Jespa Jacob Smith is a DIY-visual artist
and poet. Their art and poetry is informed
by but not limited to experiences of gendered/trans-oppression, marginalisation,
privileges, and depression.

jespajacobsmith.wordpress.com

Language and narratives are powerful instruments and
it is empowering for all marginalised individuals to
re_appropriate them. Many of my pieces include writing
or words as I try to reflect (on) my own struggle with
language. So many ideas are hard to communicate and
escape the mere meaning of language, they are rather
embodied experiences. The image of absence and fragmentation is part of my more recent occupation with the
body as a scape of normative projections of race, gender,
ability and class.

KAMEE
ABRAHAMIAN
#CANADA

#MIXEDMEDIA
My intention is to disrupt the status quo; to
create work that digs into and unsilences
a millefeuille of lost or untold stories,
both ancestral and contemporary; and to
dialogue with the unmapped, oppressed, and
stagnant inside self and community.
Kamee was born in Scarborough, Ontario
to an Armenian family, by way of Beirut,
Lebanon; and arrives in the world today
as a queer woman and a multidisciplinary
producer / artist / facilitator / storyteller.
The bedrock of Kamee’s arts training is in
classical ballet, theatre, and visual art. In
collaboration with fellow artists and allies,
she continues to develop a body of work inclusive of film, performance, writing, digital
art and design (Kalik.org, SaboteurProductions.com).

GRAINS
(SMALL)

KNOWLEDGE
(BIG)

PRINTS A3+A4

lovelinest.com
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LB
#USA
#PAINTING

LAY
OFF ME,
POPS
(SMALL)

DISASTER
(BIG)
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LB is a public school teacher, zine writer
and genderqueer artist from Chicago, IL
USA. They sing and drum for the feminist
queer band The Ovens and write the zine
Truckface. They are inspired by queer heroes of the past and their own rage directed
at systems of power. LB is self-taught and
only gets to paint during breaks from teaching.
The paintings show feminist rage on papers
and canvases.

etsy.com/shop/pounder
PRINTS A4

LEA DANIEL

SUMMERTIME
SADNESS

#RUSSIA
#ILLUSTRATION

(SMALL)

JUNEFAE

(BIG)

My pseudonym is Lea Daniel. I am a selftaught artist from Russia. I love theatre and
art-nouveau black and white graphic. I seek
inspiration in horror stories and myths and
legends. I`m pansexual but in my country
it`s almost a crime to be different from the
majority. I hope one day we`ll learn to accept and love each other instead of contributing to hatred and bigotry.

etsy.com/shop/pounder
PRINTS A4
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SWEET
LIBERTY
(BIG)

I WANT
A SUNDAY
(SMALL)

PRINTS A3
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LEKOUZINTHOMAS
Born in 1982, in Lure, France.
I have a mother, a father, a big
brother, a big sister, a sister in
law, 3 nieces.
Always liked to draw. Changed
home five times from the age of 0
to 15 due to my dad’s work.
Finished Graphic Design public
school in 2002 and became a driving license / voting card owner in
Marseille, South of France. Worked
for a salary as a junior graphicdesigner for two years. Left the
communication professional field,
looking for my graphic freedom.

#FRANCE
#GERMANY
#DRAWING

After that I used my driving license to work as a delivery Smiley
agent for several years. Used my
voting card as well as I could so
far.
Moved to Berlin in early 2014,
where I don’t drive anymore.

facebook.com/lekouzinthomas

LITA POLIAKOVA
#FINLAND
#GERMANY
#COLLAGE
Upon completion of academic art
education, Lita - Life Is Torturing
Awesome - headed her pervert power
to digestion of mass media culture.
Her glamorous contemplation leads
to reinvention of conventional cadavers. By chaotic means she recycles,
cut by cut, paper agents into bizarre
multigender creatures, poetic values
and fashion patterns.
Desperately creates visual aid to
contribute alternatively, be a catalyst to the novelty.

litapoliakova.com

AS
SIMPLE
AS
BREAD
I+II
PRINTS
A3 & A4
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BUBBLE
GODDESS
(SMALL)

DOMINATRIX
(BIG)

facebook.com/LusiLuArt
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Portrays almost
exclusively feminine
characters which always somehow deviates
from generally accepted
cultural construct of normativity and placing them in an
abstract ornamental world with
special attributes.

LUSI LU
#CZECH REPUBLIC
#PERU
#DRAWING
#PHOTOCOLORIZATION

Using combination of techniques: gel,
lacquer, acrylic or ink pens on hard paper or
canvas and selective photo-colorization. All work is
handmade and each image is unique and original.

Lusi is always working with the concept of „normality“ – what
is and isn’t considered „normal“ and why – especially when it
comes to the human body.” She is trying to demonstrate, that
“normality” and “beauty” are only constructs without any incorporated universal “truth”, so it is actually totally irrelevant
what others think,
and life is too
short to waste
energy pretending to be someone you are not,
trying to fit into
some made up
artificial norm.

MEGAN POTOMA
#USA
#COLLAGE
#INSTALLATION
#MIXED MEDIA

My works are
intimate responses to
my need to express my
identity as a queer woman. I
strive to demonstrate what it feels like to
be a member of the LGBTQ+ community and
the struggle to find your place in the world.

As an aspiring art therapist, I strive to incorporate healing through self-expression while
I create. By focusing on personally significant
topics, I find solace in my works. This method
allows me to experience catharsis and gain
greater self-understanding.
People often try to sweep the voices of
LGBTQ+ individuals under the rug. Because
of this, I continue to create an unapologetic
body of work that addresses the narratives of
LGBTQ+ people, self-acceptance, and our fight
to exist and thrive.

meganpotoma.com
PRINTS
A4

DYKE
FYTE
(SMALL)

NOTE
TO SELF
(BIG)
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TRICYCLIC
TRANSFORM
VIDEO &
PHOTO
PRINT

melaniemenard.com
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MELANIE MENARD

‘Tricyclic Transform’
theatricalizes the
genderqueer experience by documenting the
#FRANCE
creation and self-destruct#UNITED KINGDOM
ion of my ‘biologicallychallenged drag-queen’ alter#PERFORMANCE
ego Miss Liliane. They try to
#PHOTOGRAPHY
negotiate restrictive gender-roles by
#VIDEO
performing symbolic rituals, but the
inability of their mind to comfortably inhabit
any predefined role causes them to get trapped in an endless
loop of repeated, pointless gestures. ‘Tricyclic Transform’ presents gender as a cyclical spectrum: Miss Liliane tries on gender
identities as they try on clothes and body language. But each
time new inner conflicts arise, propelling them further round the
gender wheel, until they come back full circle, to a genderless,
endlessly questioning, naked body.
I work across photography, video, digital, and performance. My
main interests are the tensions between the individual and the
place and circumstances they inhabit, and the human mind in
conflict with itself.

MUSA ALSHADEEDI
#IRAQ
#JORDAN

#COLLAGE
#PHOTOGRAPHY
Musa (b. 1992 Baghdad) lived
his childhood under the regime
of Saddam Hussein and the
Arab Socialist Ba’ath Party. At
the age of eleven, US forces
invaded Iraq under the guise of
regime change and freeing the
Iraqi people from authoritarian
rule.

PHOTO PRINTS 15x20com & 20x15cm He is a visual artist, writer
and an activist, committed to defending gender
equality, LGBT rights
and women’s rights.
He currently lives in
Amman, Jordan where
he is studying
psychology. By
expressing his own
painful experiences in
his work, the work itself
becomes a vehicle to give
minorities a voice.

The liberty that was promised
to them never came and the
painful reality of these experiences influenced Musa in
various ways.

instagram.com/musaalshadeedi

WILL
DIE
SOON
(SMALL)

EMBARRASSING
(BIG)
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NARONG
TINTAMUSIK

#USA

#DRAWING
#PAINTING

INTERMEDIATE

(SMALL)

CENTER
OF
THE
UNIVERSE
(BIG)
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PRINTS
x cm

ntintamusik.com

I hope my viewers are able to feel a sense of
liberation and freedom after viewing my art.
The more I create my works, the more I feel
comfortable about my sexuality. For those
like me who have not fully experienced sex
to the fullest, I wish the art may open a door
or two to many more.

The thoughts about contracting venereal
disease lingers within me. To have both
sexual anxiety and the need to satisfy my
desires became the basis of my work. While
indulging in pornography, I was able to live
my life vicariously. With no real physical
contact when it comes to viewing explicit
media, I enter a free world. To obtain personal fulfillment and liberation, I create a
body of work that depicts figures having sex
shamelessly. Themes of indulgence, sexual
freedom, and fear permeate my art. The
figures, bold and indifferent, contains the
qualities that I lack. They are truly what
I am not and what I want to be. My own
insecurities caused the sexual imagery to
contain a taste of violence. Yet, this very
depravity is what gives me the confidence in
myself.

NIDAL JALOUK
#SAUDI ARABIA
#SYRIA
#MIXEDMEDIA

nidaljalouk.com
ANIMATED
GIFS &
PRINTsS
21x25,5 cm

0

(LEFT)

SADNESS
IS LOVE
(RIGHT)
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NWARRIOR
nwarrior777.tumblr.com

#RUSSIA
#COMIC

I am NWarrior, I love art and my goal of life is to become
good human.
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These pictures are based on my story “Fate Family”. This
is the story about three characters, three adult people,
who are in love with each other.
I wanted to show that love is something kind, something
warm. Love is about trust, about caring, about understanding. Love is about respecting each other.

OLEKSANDRA
LYCHAK
#UKRAINE

#MIXEDMEDIA
My work is about the formation of female
sexuality, freedom and violence – physical,
sexual, psychological. Violence as a lack of
freedom to be yourself as violent stereotypes. I used the media of personal belongings – clothes, lingerie.
For me it is important that in my works
is a lot of corporeality. Corporeality as a
manifestation of the unconscious. Abstract
expressive strokes of paint is a manifestation of freedom, perhaps you will associate
it of something else – blood or feces. It’s
something like when a child wants to be
dirty in the dirt or feces. They do not understand wether it is good or bad, they are only
children and it is only creativity for them.

turritopsis.jimdo.com

PHOTO
PRINTS
15x16,5 &
13,5x20cm

VENUS
(SMALL)

UNDER
THE
GUN
(BIG)
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This series of drawings
stayed in a folder for a
while. One reason for that
is, that I originally wanted
to try to draw something
that would both disgust
and arouse me. That didn’t
work so well.
I also couldn’t really see
them within my previous
artistic work (which is
more abstract).
But I believe that it is good
to create my own black
sheep in order to push my
own frame. So here you go:
The sheep are out!

renaudhelena.fr

UNTITLED I+II
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PRINTS
A4

RENAUD HÉLÉNA
#FRANCE
#GERMANY
#DRAWINGS

RURRU MIPANOCHIA
#MEXICO
#DRAWING

The main purpose
of this project is
to achieve that the
audience could
recognize itself in
the face, body and
sexuality of what is
mostly called “the
other”. This bond
is to be created
through my work,
which consists
mainly in a graphic
and personal reinterpretation of Mexican
pre-Columbian myths
about sexuality.

PRINTS
A3

rurru.jimdo.com/

NAHUAL
(BIG)

ZOTZ
(SMALL)

Rurru Mipanochia is a cyborg built in Nibiru, but discarded to the Earth by defects in its operating system,
reborn in Mexico City – in fact, it adopts the humanoid form to camouflage itself with the multitude.
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satadrusovan.wordpress.com

SATADRU
#INDIA
#SOUTH KOREA
#MULTIDISCIPLINARY

I am Satadru, a multi-disciplinary artist
based in Delhi. My work takes shape in varying formats and it is
focusing on the gender topography of South Asia.
I also did some performances in the last few years, where I was
addressing Oligospermia (low sperm count), sperm donor boys and
telling a grizzled epic allegory of Gynecomastia/male boobs. One of
my performances is called You Have to be Macho All the Time, another
one Dogmatic Gender Cosmos and another one I Offer my Body.
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In this exhibition you can see some of my drawings. The one on the left
is called CRYSTALS SPIN THE LIGHT, LOOMS NEW RAINBOWS IN THE AIR and
the one on the right TRESSES LISTEN TO THE CLIENT’S HUMAN ZEPHYR.
FRAMED DRAWINGS 40x40cm

SOFIA ODINTSOVA
#RUSSIA
#DRAWING
#ILLUSTRATION
I am a graphic designer and have been
making illustrations, posters and different
projects. Amongst other issues I am actively
interested in lessening social inequality
in the context of minorities, marginalized
groups.
The main purpose of my creative search is
always an attempt to convey the message
of ambiguity and the mystery of the human
nature that stubbornly and foolishly formalizes and censors our society.

instagram.com/osergrun

PRINT
21x28 cm

THE
LAST
MAN
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SURIANI
PRINTS
50x70cm

suriani-art.com

BOB
THE
DRAGQUEEN
(SMALL)

NINA
FLOWERS
(BIG)
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#BRAZIL #FRANCE
#USA
#STREET ART

I was born and raised in São Paulo. In 2002 while
studying Architecture and Urbanism at the University of São Paulo, I felt the need to relate to the
city through art. I found in graffiti and collages an
effective and transgressive way to live the city. In
2007 I moved to Paris to start a masters degree in
Fine Arts at the Université Paris VIII. Since then I
have integrated the local street art scene.
My latest series, inspired by the Drag Queen culture
is a response to the rise of conservative manifestations against the equality of rights in France and
abroad. These hybrid (feminine/masculine) characters bring up the political debate over gender
issues. I currently live between Paris and São Paulo
where I develop my work in the streets, art galleries, cultural centers and every environment open to
the debate of urban diversity.

TECHWOO
#BULGARIA
#COMIC
#DRAWING
ORIGINALS

Techwoo (officially Teodora Doncheva) was
born in the town of Plovdiv in 1981. In 1999
she graduated in graphic arts in the art school
there. In 2008 she got her MA degree in the
Scenography department at the National
Academy of Art in Sofia. She had a few stand
alone exhibitions and has also been a participant in joint shows and co-projects.
Techwoo loves drawing what she sees on the
inner side of her eyes.

teodoradoncheva.jimdo.com

TITEL I
(SMALL)

TITEL II
(BIG)
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AND I’M
FORCED
TO
(SMALL)

IT’S
JUST
NOT
RIGHT
(BIG)
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TIM & CANDRA
PHOTO
PRINTS
20x15 cm

#INDONESIA
#PHOTOGRAPHY

I am ANGRY! Bloody ANGRY! But I know being
angry all the time won’t make things easier.
Living in the most populous Moslem country;
Indonesia, makes it hard for me to be ME. Too
much religious and cultural taboos, restrictions, regulations and norms that I can not
follow and relate to.
Being an activist, bisexual & atheist is a
perfect disaster recipe. The option is whether
you follow their rules and nobody bothers you,
or to be yourself and you get fucked! And I’m
somewhere in between. I’m not completely
able to be myself yet. This is similar for my
best friend; Candra. A trans person who fights
everyday to be herself and to reach her dream
to have Sexual Reassignment Surgery (SRS).
I choose black, white, grey, and red to express
the darkness, hopes, ambiguity, and power
that are represented in each image.

TOM MOORE
#GERMANY
#UNITED KINGDOM
#COMIC

tommoore.eu

I started reading newspaper
comics when I was little. I am
dyslexic and like things which
are short and punchy. I love how
this kind of imagery becomes
monumental in Pop Art. Although
things have gotten mixed up for me
now and I can’t help but see the grandness
in Snoopy and the cuteness in Warhol.

PRINTS
x
cm

I have a pretty scattered art practice, based
in drawing but stretching into books, films,
music and all manner other things. I started
making comics on a dare with myself.
There is a Poem A Day
challenge that lots of
writers take up over April
every year. This year I
decide to do a four panel
newspaper strip every
day. It didn’t occur to me
that, I had dared myself
into a full time job. Some
came out strange. Some
came out very abstract.
Some came out with more
obscure references than
is really polite. Some even
came out good.

BUNNIES
(LEFT)
CIA
LSD

(RIGHT)
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UMBA

PRINTS
A3 x A4

#RUSSIA
#COMIC
#DRAWING

SAINT
SEBASTIAN
(SMALL)

SOMETHING
REALLY
GAY
(BIG)
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Umba – this is the place-name in the area in
which I grew up, and even a reduction of my
name. Under this name I post online my trans
and queer work. My name is Karl M. I am a
trans man in a homosexual partnership with a
trans man, and self-taught artist. Also I am a volunteer of T-Action program
(Russia, St. Petersburg), which trans people carry out for trans people.
In T-Action I coordinate a project on HIV-prevention among trans people.
In my artworks I talk about trans dignity, trans pride and trans rage. And
just about these different things that are so familiar for trans people.
About identity, expression and sexuality of trans persons and their bodies.
Yet there is little jokes. Humor is a good reason to be together. We share
common memes, we have our distinctive
experience and our specific challenges,
callmeumba.tumblr.com
so let’s stand united.

VIOLETTA FITSNER

ORIGINALS
x cm

#RUSSIA
#DRAWING

I always cared about freedom and equality. I
decided to mix drawing and my thoughts about
discrimination. That’s why I started drawing my
pictures about problems like racism, sexism,
homophobia etc. I believe art is one of the ways
how people can change the world.

instagram.com/korolevstvoluni

I want to express my feelings about different types of discrimination through my
artworks. We live in the world where people
judge each other because of their differences. If you are gay or you have black skin or
something else people will tell you that you
are not «normal». I think being a racist is
not normal. Being a homophobe is not normal. Hating people because they don’t look
like you is not normal. Also you shouldn’t be
ashamed about who you are. Don’t change.
Being the way that you are is enough.

BALLET
(SMALL)

KISS
(BIG)
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PHOTOPRINTS
13,5x20
cm

facebook.com/yuka.kutznetsova

YUKA
KUTZNETSOVA

#RUSSIA
#UKRAINE

#PHOTOGRAPHY

WAYS
TO
STAY
SILENT
(SMALL)

HALF
A MOMENT

(BIG)
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I really love this special state when you just
stand still, looking either inside yourself –
contemplating, half-meditating – or outside,
watching something peculiar, or so beautiful
you wonder if your heart is going to explode.
I like symbols and how they make you feel
when you come across them in real world.
Like sometimes you just stumble upon
something so strange/extraordinary, that
you can’t stop staring at it.
Another thing that fascinates me is the
combination of ‘figure’ and ‘background’,
how something in the center of composition
interacts with something in the background.
I am fascinated by how when you take pictures you don’t only capture what’s outside
of you, you actually reflect what’s inside of
you as well.

WWW.TRANSNATIONAL-QUEER-UNDERGROUND.DE
#THEGALLERYPROJECT

